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Introducing Jupyter-OOMMF

- provides a user-friendly interface to the
  finite difference code OOMMF
  (http://math.nist.gov/oommf/)
- enables the use of Jupyter notebooks
  (jupyter.org), which can be run in any
  webbrowser (illustrated in Fig. 1)
- commands allow to run a full
  simulation workflow within a single
  notebook instead of using different
  tools in each step of the workflow (see
  Fig. 2)
- interaction of the frontend layer written
  in Python 3 with OOMMF through .mif-
  configuration files1

- extendable to other code packages in
  the future
- freely available on github
  (https://github.com/joommf)
- website with documentation:
  joommf.github.io
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"The Jupyter Notebook is an open-
source web application that allows 
you to create and share 
documents that contain live code, 
equations, visualizations and 
explanatory text."

Fig. 2: Simulation workflow

Fig. 1: JOOMMF = Jupyter + OOMMF
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Standard problem: find critical size 
of magnetic cube [2]
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and "m" 
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corresponding energies

Python's "scipy"-module 
provides a wide range 
of useful algorithms for 
further data evaluation
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